
 

Rapelay Mod Clothes

when i first got hold of this game, im pretty sure i read somewhere that the model used for the girls breasts in the game wasnt posed in a way that could inspire fantasies and that it was hard to imagine them being real. well, i bought the game because of this; but if anything, it made me want to go out and buy more retro games. i mean, at least now im not obligated to to buy a faulty and/or incomplete version of the
same game in a more convenient platform. rapelay is still available on both the psn and xbox live arcade. i just bought the game again and i havent finished it yet. when i was watching the extra content in the 3ds version, i was able to modify the girls wearing clothes. by default, theyre in pyjamas. theres also male characters and an ability to enter the girls room to see the game scenes from the game play

perspective. as theyre all part of the same game, theres not much difference between them, except the girl in pyjamas in the background and the one wearing the red haired wig. you can see more images from that on the website rapelay can be played with a ds controller or the normal d-pad for the nintendo ds. the controls are simple: you click within a box to hit the characters, you drag to move the characters,
and click and drag to make more or less force. if you click and drag in the correct direction, it will move to the right position. its generally pretty easy to figure out after the first few scenes. the first thing i noticed on purchasing the game for the nintendo ds, was the lack of a manual. for those that played the ps1, famicom or pc versions of the game, youll be right at home with no instruction manual available.

thankfully, the ds version has the instruction manual included and is completely synced between the ds and the computer, with all the menus and settings synced as well.
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Rapelay Mod Clothes

while i don’t have any evidence that this press release itself is bunk, it’s a shame it doesn’t at least make some effort to
detail the absurd claims that its primary support and target audience makes about the game. it’s worth pointing out that

rapelay isn’t a violent game, so equality now doesn’t really have any reason to run scared if the game was to be pulled from
sale. the press release also claims that it violates japanese law, but then talks about the international version being banned

in a number of other countries as well as the content of the game being against human rights. a statement like this is
utterly meaningless to anyone who knows a bit about the law, as i imagine many of the equality now japan representatives

were unaware. rapelay mod clothes i know of a number of developers within japan who have made games similar to
rapelay, but i didn’t want to focus this post on the technical aspects of rapelay per se, as theres plenty of stuff out there

already. instead, i wanted to focus on how a poorly written press release, intended solely to stir up debate as to whether or
not rapelay was allowed to be sold, only succeeded in looking like a bunch of cry-babies. even in the midst of the rape

scare, 3 years later, the rapelay controversy is still largely a non-issue. on honest gamers jeff cannata recently released his
impressions of the game and seems to be fairly positive. with all of this out of the way, there is something else that needs
to be discussed. as porn software has never been of interest to me, i can’t speak authoritatively as to whether the game
actually is as bad as the left claim, but something definitely needs to be said in defense of rapelay and its creators. the

playstation vita is already home to a number of games that celebrate sexual violence. from the house of the dead and pulse
franchises, up through to lost universe and innocence of muslims. there’s even a kinky tentacle monster from the eros

series. 5ec8ef588b
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